Scientists have warned Spain's government that its planned budget cuts and hiring freeze could be fatal for national research. Along with widespread general protests (pictured, in Madrid) this month against budget cuts and labour reforms, more than 36,000 people (including three Nobel laureates) and 65 organizations have signed an 'open letter for science in Spain' , which was presented to members of parliament at the Spanish Royal Academy of Sciences in Madrid on 16 March. Research minister Carmen Vela says that the government is planning to cut €743 million (US$978 million) from the science budget, a fall of 9% from last year; a draft budget is due on 30 March. See go.nature.com/hcarmz for more.
Scientists join protest over Spanish cuts

BUSINESS
Academic pharma
In the latest union between academia and industry, drug giant Merck has announced that it will create a nonprofit research entity called the California Institute for Biomedical Research (Calibr), to be located in San Diego, California. The institute plans to hire about 150 scientists and will be headed by chemist and serial entrepreneur Peter Schultz, currently at the Scripps Research Institute in La Jolla, California.
RESEARCH
No faster than light
Neutrinos don't travel faster than light, according to results from the ICARUS experiment at the Gran Sasso National Laboratory near L'Aquila, Italy. The experiment found no light-busting speed when it timed 7 neutrinos as they travelled about 730 kilometres from CERN, Europe's particlephysics lab near Geneva, Switzerland -contradicting last September's results from the OPERA experiment, also at the Gran Sasso lab. OPERA had recorded neutrinos travelling faster than light, but has since uncovered possible problems with its measurement. The ICARUS report was posted to the preprint server arXiv. 
Early drug screening
The newest centre at the US National Institutes of Health -the National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences (NCATS) in Bethesda, Maryland, which aims to speed new drugs to market -has announced its first major deal. NCATS will partner with drug firm Eli Lilly, based in Indianapolis, Indiana, to screen around 3,800 approved and investigational medicines to find potential new uses. The two organizations announced on 13 March that the screening will take place over the next 12-18 months and the results will be posted publicly at http://tripod.nih.gov/npc. See go.nature.com/rgudpy for more.
Biomedical awards
The Howard Hughes Medical Institute in Chevy Chase, Maryland, is investing US$200 million to fund up to 30 US biomedical researchers for five years. The 15 March announcement marks the first
LHC restarts
The world's most powerful particle accelerator has begun warm-up stretches for its 2012 run. On 14 March, beams of protons again began to Children's study row 
TREND WATCH
Junior researchers are being squeezed out of Japanese universities by government policies that have trimmed hiring. The claim is made in a draft report on Japan's science and technology activities from the Council for Science and Technology Policy, the nation's top advisory body on science. It points out that the number of faculty members under 35 has plunged from more than 10,000 to 6,800 in the past 30 years (see chart). See go.nature.com/bide1g for more. 
GOING GREY
Despite a growth in the number of university faculty members in Japan, there are fewer opportunities for young researchers. 
